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One of the reasons for the explosion of agricultural production in the Agricultural Revolution
(which in effect continues today) was that it was fueled (and fueled by) the Industrial
Revolution. New inventions and demands made farming ever more productive. Before the
Industrial Revolution, agriculture workers labored six days a week, from sun up to sun down,
just to keep their crops growing. 1 Certain seasons were more demanding than others,
specifically the plowing and harvest seasons. 2 Because of the intensity and necessity of
agricultural labor, it was the largest employment source in Europe. These workers would
provide the labor for new industries during the Industrial Revolution. The Agricultural
Revolution began in Great Britain around the turn of the 18th century. Agricultural and
Industrial Revolution. Agricultural and industrial revolution as a theme of British History, use
this theme, the timeline at the bottom of this page and map to explore these two tremendous
and complex revolutions that changed 17th century Britain beyond all recognition. The
agricultural revolution was a period of rapid agricultural development between the 18th
century and the end of the 19th century. History of the Agricultural Revolution Search the site
GO.
Industrial Revolution England was fed mainly through food imports and through switching
agricultural output towards food, not through an agricultural revolution. This in turn implies
output growth overall in the Industrial Revolution was lower.
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